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“The World’s Court of Justice”: A Historiography of War Crimes Prosecutions
“Presque toute l’histoire n’est donc qu’une longue suite d’atrocités inutiles”{1}
“The History of the world is the world’s court of justice.”{2}
“History is a pack of tricks we play on the dead.”{3}

The Gavel of History
To say that the influence of history on war crimes trials and international criminal
law is si-gnificant would be an understatement. The discipline of history
participates in the establish-ment of a narrative that international courts (and
their political proponents) consider as being true; this truth in turn becomes, in
the highly charged context of, for example, a genocide trial, the historical account
that must be proven as a matter of law. The idea of (writing) history be-comes
one of the objectives of the court, and some judges, not content to note the
historical nature of their functions adopt, in addition, the mantle of historians.{4}
But contrary to those they emulate, they seek an account not subject to appeal.
Historical events and historic legal precedents from the mid-twentieth century
lend solemnity and purpose by analogy. After all, the judges who preceded them
at Nuremberg, at least in France, have their words enshrined in legislation that
prohibits contesting (“contester”) the existence of crimes against humanity as
defined by the Nuremberg Charter committed by organizations deemed criminal
or by indivi-duals found guilty by French or international tribunals.{5} Members
of the French Commis-sion on Constitutional Law, have argued that this
provision of criminal law can be extended to questioning (or “contesting”) the
existence of crimes against humanity as held by judges of the ad hoc

International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia and the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda.{6} It should not come as a surprise that a number
of reputable historians{7} have publicly objected to this law, and asked for its
repeal, among them the tire-less opponent of Holocaust denial and son of two
parents killed in Auschwitz, Pierre Vidal-Naquet. “History is not a legal object,”
Vidal-Naquet wrote in an op-ed published in Libéra-tion. “In a free state, it is not
the province of Parliament or the courts to define historical truth. State policy,
even when animated with the best intentions, is not the policy of history.”{8}
And so a historian protests the enactment of a criminal law that protects the
history written by judges in international criminal cases—at times with the help
of expert historians—from the scrutiny of historians. This essay examines how
we got there.
Law in History
Law and history have long been interrelated. Historians have employed law’s
artifacts—judg-ments, transcripts, letters exchanged in the margins of trials,{9}
accounts of trials—to tell sto-ries about politics, society, institutions, and
philosophy. From the numerous conflicting ac-counts of the trial of Socrates to
historical scholarship on the witchcraft trials of the Inquisi-tion, law’s
manifestation through sources offers useful evidence for the work of the
historian. Legal proceedings leave precious archival records for historians to
mine.{10} But this obser-vation is trivial if the purpose for which historians
employ archival evidence generated by law is ignored. The Annales school{11}—
named after the 1929 French journal, Annales d’histoi-re économique et
sociale—introduced a new approach to social history, borrowing from Emile
Durkheim’s contribution to the sociological theory of collective unconscious, as
well as from the structuralist theories developed in anthropology.{12} It is with
these methods and approaches that historians of this school studied social units
such as women, the poor, margi-nal elements of society as well as the ideas
creating the boundaries and values of these ele-ments in their historical
context.{13}
Inquisition records provided evidentiary foundation for the exploration of
themes well beyond the narrow scope of the trials themselves; Emmanuel Le Roy
Ladurie reconstituted the com-plex social relations of a 14th century French
town on the basis of Jacques Fournier’s Inquisi-tion records of the investigation
of 94 people accused of heresy in Montaillou, setting the re-cords against the
broader economic, social and political context of the time.{14} Carlo Ginz-burg’s
The Cheese and the Worms,{15} as well as The Night Battles, examine society,
be-liefs, and cosmology by exploring the gaps created by misunderstandings and
distortions con-tained in Italian Inquisition records.{16} This work disproved the
pessimism of many histo-rians regarding the possibility of reconstructing the

lives of average individuals, and even more so, the underprivileged of the distant
past, as evidence did not exist in a sufficient amount to document their daily
habits and social relations.{17} The law proved critical in permitting this
approach to emerge, as Ginzburg puts it, since “the richest (not to say the only
available) evidence for these entries has been provided, either directly or
indirectly, by court records from distance places and times: fourteenth- or
sixteenth-century France, seventeenth-century Italy or China.”{18}
But more crucially than the issue of availability, as important as it is, the fact is
that history and law share some core methodological affinities. History, originally
conceived as a practice on the intersection of medicine and rhetoric,{19} reflects
not only tools of legal reasoning and argument, but also the evaluation and
careful weighing of evidence{20}. History is, however, the self-conscious
reconstitution of that evidence into a coherent, honest, yet nonetheless subjective narrative.{21} Peter Brooks writes, regarding histories of law, that: “How
stories are told, listened to, received, interpreted—how they are made operative,
enacted—these are is-sues by no means marginal to the law nor exclusive to
theory; rather they are part of law’s daily living reality.”{22} What this means with
respect to history is that good history is a story well told, conveying an illusion of
reality{23} but it is not—and surely cannot be tole-rated as—a merely fictional
exercise. Evidence matters. But what can be reconstructed is a story—
scrupulously respecting the integrity and authenticity of evidence—that borrows
from the literary genre, allowing the historian to consider matters that had been
considered irrele-vant (such as peasants and “witches”) or for which the evidence
was scarce.{24}
Thus law and history overlap, but they are not interchangeable. Earlier
historiography empha-sized persuasion, at the expense of the production of
evidence, the latter being reserved to an-tiquarians.{25} In the eighteenth
century, the practice of the historian considering evidence and “testimony”
emerged; and so, too, did the practice of the historian assuming the role of a
judge.{26} Ginzburg shows how profoundly the influence of the judicial temper
and function affected historiography at this time: first, Hegel’s grand
pronouncements, in his philosophy of history, of the “Weltgericht,” “verdict of the
world”—which also means “Last Judgment,”—against which Nietzsche railed
furiously in his Uses and Abuses of History{27}—then Lord Acton’s
characterization of history as a legitimate tribunal dispensing universal truth.{28}
But this approach oriented historiography to the examination of great events,
leaving aside the type of social relations later captured by the Annales school—
paradoxically, perhaps, thanks to the assistance of sources generated by the
legal process. It is thus that social historians chose to understand rather than to
judge.{29}

The judicial process and the law, writes Ginzburg, travel along the same road in
the initial stages of their respective purposes, both, in particular, paying careful
attention to facts and evidence; but they must necessarily diverge at one point.
Both justice and history suffer from conflation of purposes, and indeed, in
Ginzburg’s apt formulation, “whoever attempts to re-duce the historian to a
judge simplifies and impoverishes historiographical consciousness; but whoever
attempts to reduce the judge to historian irredeemably pollutes the exercise of
jus-tice.{30}”
History in Law
“The remote past,” wrote Judith Shklar, regarding the charge of waging
aggressive war in Nuremberg, “cannot be legally tried, and the remote future
cannot be controlled.”{31} In Legalism, Shklar sharply distinguished the legal and
historical approaches to events on the basis of different methodological
commitments to causality{32}. Where historians and jurists could agree, she
argued, was on simple matters of causality such as John Wilkes Booth being the
cause of Abraham Lincoln’s death. But historians, though their discipline
provides them with professionally understood and accepted cut-off points in
time, nonetheless explore vast swaths of social and economic interrelations over
time and space. This, she argues, makes his-tory uniquely ill-suited to examining
charges, brought in the judicial sphere, such as that of waging aggressive war,
since the prosecution of such an offence (and inevitably its defense) would
introduce a discussion of the causes of the war. This exploration can be taken up
by the historian, but it embraces far more than what a trial requires and indeed
allows.{33} Much of the contemporary scholarship on the role of history in the
legal process, however, has not been as skeptical as Shklar’s.
In the heady post-cold war years Shklar’s work—Legalism and “The Liberalism of
Fear,” an essay—were in fact posthumously employed to variously promote the
idea that war crimes trials had always been established by liberal
democracies,{34} or to restore, urgently, faith in liberalism—paradoxically lost
after it had ostensibly triumphed against the ideas of Marx—by highlighting
terror and fear abroad, thus creating vocations of heroism for American rebels
without a cause.{35} Standard accounts now repeat that the nineteen-nineties
were years where atrocities were unleashed while the West stood by;{36} in this
narrative, those who did act (usually with the pen, or more frequently the laptop
of the foreign correspondent) were fighting the tide of stubborn inaction. The
claim seems curious, as not one, but two, ad hoc international criminal tribunals
were established by the Security Council of the United Na-tions before the end of
1994.{37} This is worthy of mention as the creation of these bodies is a legitimate
object of study for history; but the type of history that has been produced to account for it, bears striking resemblance to the biographies of great men—one
can think here of Samantha Power’s lionization of Raphaël Lemkin and William

Proxmire{38}—or to the early historiography advocating Christianity.{39} The
contemporary cause is the fight against atro-cities and its urgent and graphic
nature justify the adoption of a historiographical genre better suited to advocacy
than to understanding.{40}
A Brief History of the ICTY
It is impossible to assess the quality of ad hoc tribunals writing of history without
reference to these bodies’ origins and purposes, as well as to the specific
historical conditions that colored the first post cold war decade.
The ICTY was created by the Security Council of the United Nations in 1993, after
both de-cades of inaction following Nuremberg and Tokyo, as well as decades
spent fruitlessly labo-ring at drafting a code of offenses.{41} The prosecution of
crimes against the peace—descry-bed by the Nuremberg judgment as the
“supreme international crime”—was relegated to a form of protest in the cold
war years, as with Bertrand Russell and Jean-Paul Sartre’s “popu-lar” tribunals
judging French and American actions in Vietnam.{42} After the first Gulf War,
both Margaret Thatcher and George H.W. Bush called for the creation of a
special UN court to try “Iraqi war criminals,”{43} an initiative that was no more
successful than the initiative of the (then twelve) European Community states to
petition United Nations Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar to “examine the
personal responsibility” of Iraqi leaders for acts of genocide.{44} Western
support for Iraq against Iran, including arming in conventional as well as
chemical weapons was a more recent memory then, leading some to speculate
that such a trial might have proven too politically perilous to attempt.{45}
In June 1991, Slovenia seceded from Yugoslavia. The republics of Croatia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina followed suit. Fighting erupted in the latter two
territories, prompting a United Nations arms embargo,{46} followed by the
deployment of European peacekeepers, assistan-ce in the delivery of
humanitarian aid, as well as the imposition of economic sanctions.{47} The
media’s increased coverage of the war, and its framing of the conflict as a onesided in-fliction of barbarity (by the Serbs) against defenseless civilians{48}
created the impression that not only solutions short of armed intervention could
do nothing to alleviate the humanita-rian situation, but that a judicial process
ought to be established, as a matter of urgency, to show international
resolve.{49}
Historical analysis suggests that the run-up to what can be called the
judiciarization of the conflict was not solely driven by idealism, compassion, or
pathos. The conflict, before it was framed as a narrative of atrocities, had been
viewed by the Bush administration as a matter for Europeans to demonstrate
their nascent strength and authority. “Yugoslavia,” wrote Secretary of State James
Baker, “was as good a first test as any.”{50} Moreover, the Bush administra-tion

had overcome its “Vietnam complex” in Iraq, and wished to focus on domestic
and eco-nomic issues.{51} Europeans viewed matters differently, emphasizing
instead that the fact that they had—in contrast to the Americans—peacekeeping
troops on the ground, which jus-tified preferring diplomatic attempts to broker
peace. Thus European concern—while mischa-racterized as simple weakness
and ineffectuality{52}—focused on negotiated settlement for the safety of
European troops and for an ultimate resolution of the conflict.{53}
In August 1992, however, media reports of concentration camps and images
suggesting con-ditions reminiscent of Nazi places of detention during the
Holocaust{54} refocused the issue of the Yugoslav conflict significantly. Imagery
and the emergence of a concentration camp narrative were central in what could
be called (borrowing a chapter subheading from Saman-tha Power’s A Problem
From Hell) a successful deployment of “advocacy and analogy.”{55} Yugoslavia
was no longer a civil war somewhere in “Eastern Europe” (as it was frequently
misreported), but a repetition of unmentionable crimes in the midst of Europe in
the waning days of the twentieth century.
In the U.S., the shift coincided with a presidential election; then candidate William
Jefferson Clinton attacked George H. W. Bush’s inaction, promising armed
intervention against the Serbs who were committing, he contended, genocide,
further calling for perpetrators to be brought to justice.{56} Clinton’s eventual
election to the presidency tempered his intervene-tionnist ardors, after Secretary
of State Warren Christopher found little in the way of Europe-an enthusiasm to
put peacekeepers at risk.{57} The balance in favor of a judicial rather than a
military or diplomatic approach was tipped heavily by an unexpected speech by
Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger in Geneva at an international
conference to support the negotia-tion efforts led by Cyrus Vance and Sir David
Owen (known as the Vance-Owen plan) in the waning days of the Bush
administration. Eagleburger called for the prosecution of Slobodan Milosevic and
others, much to the chagrin of the European and British delegates who saw the
outburst as definitively scuttling peace prospects.{58} French diplomats
expressed their exas-peration, claiming that they were being employed as troops
at the bidding of the Germans and Austrians (whose early recognition of Croatia
had contributed to fanning the flames of war, but whose World War II actions, to
employ a euphemism, prevented them from intervening themselves), as the
Americans staked “out the moral high ground to avoid getting wet while we take
all the hits in Bosnia.”{59} Eagleburger had forced the hand of his successor,
perhaps conveniently, to commit to the establishment of a war crimes trial—in
lieu, as some have ar-gued{60} of what at the time was the more complicated,
risky, and internationally divisive policy of intervention.
French foreign minister Roland Dumas had been one of the early proponents of
a war crimes prosecution, though his advocacy had left French President

François Mitterrand cool until the French learned that the Italians were preparing
a proposal for a tribunal.{61} In January 1993, President Mitterrand publicly
expressed his support for a war crimes prosecution days before President-elect
Clinton was to be sworn into office. The following weeks, the two states enga-ged
in what Pierre Hazan has described as “an opportunistic steeplechase” to
circulate the fi-nal draft for an ad hoc court at the United Nations Security
Council.{62}
The ICTY was established by the Security Council without opposition, despite
concerns ex-pressed by China, Venezuela, and Brazil.{63} China followed its
interests, whether that was seeking most favored nation status with the US, or
responding to French delegation entreaties that they ought not be seen to be
siding with the “butchers” if they wanted to increase their international standing
(accounts from the American perspective are similar).{64} The cold war rival,
Russia, was in the process of privatization and liberalization; moreover, President
Yeltsin, embattled and struggling with internal problems, was seeking U.S.
political and eco-nomic support.{65}
Thus on February 22nd, 1993, the Security Council passed Resolution 808,
creating a Tribu-nal for the “prosecution of persons responsible for serious
violations of international humani-tarian law committed in the territory of the
former Yugoslavia since 1991.”
This institution, a “law-like body”{66} established on the legal basis of the
Security Council’s power over international peace and security, and more
specifically its ability to create “subsi-diary organs as it deems necessary for the
performance of its functions”{67} is a creature of politics, specifically, as
explained by Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali, as a remedy to a threat to
international peace and security through the unprecedented use, by the United
Nations, of a body to prosecute individuals (and not member states) for war
crimes{68} The tribunal’s title indicates that it prosecutes “persons responsible,”
and the legal history of the ICTY’s ap-proach to modes of responsibility certainly
indicates that this infelicitous formulation was taken seriously.
The brief historical sketch of the court’s emergence stresses the importance of
power, and interests in its establishment. The idea of the virtuous liberal (read
American) war crimes court, to be judged by history, and that would, if it failed to
treat a defeated enemy fairly, put a poisoned chalice to its own lips,{69} has by
all accounts failed to materialize. An oddly disincarnated “justice cascade” has
entrenched humanitarian norms in the UN system to be sure, but those continue
to be unenforceable against the US (as well as China and Rus-sia).{70}
Trying History

It may be that the role of history in war crimes prosecutions is situated
somewhere between judging and understanding. Richard Wilson undertakes the
rebuttal of a trio of objections against the use of history in war crimes
prosecutions: that it is harmful to due process, that it is inconsistent with the
legal approach, and that it generates “boring” history.{71} Wilson begins from the
questionable premise that the “standard” view is that history ought not play a
role in the law governing atrocities, which can hardly be said to reflect the
conventional scho-larly, social, or even institutional wisdom on this point.
Starting with the public position of the International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former Yugos-lavia, as set out by their outreach program (a responsibility of the
Registrar, one of the three organs of the Tribunal), a radical embrace of history,
as well as of a sense of historical mis-sion and accomplishment is immediately
apparent:
The Tribunal has established beyond a reasonable doubt crucial facts related to
crimes com-mitted in the former Yugoslavia. In doing so, the Tribunal’s judges
have carefully reviewed testimonies of eyewitnesses, survivors and perpetrators,
forensic data and often previously unseen documentary and video evidence. The
Tribunal’s judgements have contributed to creating a historical record,
combatting denial and preventing attempts at revisionism and provided the
basis for future transitional justice initiatives in the region.
As the work of the ICTY progresses, important elements of a historical record of
the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s have emerged. The ICTY has
established crucial facts about crimes, once subject to dispute, beyond a
reasonable doubt.{72}
The pronouncement, by a Security Council body tasked to hold trials against
individuals, that certain historical matters are now no longer subject to dispute is
perplexing. Wilson, however, expresses the view that international tribunals, and
in particular the ICTY, have overcome the main obstacles posed by previous
courts, by virtue of their international nature. Part of the problem is that Wilson
considers only objections to French proceedings against Paul Touvier, and
Hannah Arendt’s critique of the Eichmann trial; but obviously international courts
are not a single nation-state exploiting a criminal trial for the purposes of
restoring moral credibility as in the case of France or building a national identity
as in the case of Israel.{73} It thus says very little to point to international courts
as not tributary of the idiosyncratic goals of particu-lar states if that is to mean
that such international status can guarantee fair trial and due pro-cess rights, or
indeed that history has not been abused or potentially distorted. It hardly makes
a difference from the due process standpoint that the Security Council is
employing an inter-national tribunal to write history instead of a nation state: the
problems inherent in court-writ-ten history remain just the same. “A trial at the

ICTY” writes Patricia Wald, former judge at the ICTY and quoted by Wilson, “is
usually more akin to documenting an episode or even an era of national or
ethnic conflict rather than proving a single discrete incident.”{74} Is Wald not
describing a practice beyond that of the prosecution of individuals, more akin to
Shklar’s concerns regarding the historians’ broader views of causality, and can it
be blithely assumed that this will have no impact on the due process rights of an
individual charged with specific criminal offenses?
In the end, Wilson does not meaningfully address the due process objections
that emerge when war crimes prosecutions employ courts to write history;
instead, he devotes considera-ble space to praise the quality of the history
written by the ICTY, noting that the court’s first judgment, in the case of
Prosecutor v. Tadic,{75} restates the history of Yugoslavia (and its constituent
parts, before the creation of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia) from
the fourth century to the armed conflicts justifying the establishment of the
tribunal in 1993, as it was presented by the Prosecution’s expert, military
historian James Gow.{76} Wilson then summarizes the sixty-nine pages that the
Tadic judgment devotes to history even before addressing the indictment, and
approvingly cites another prosecution expert witness, historian Robert Donia,
who in his own published account of his role as a prosecution expert in another
case,{77} wrote that “[t]hese chambers have produced histories that are not only
credible and readable, but indispensable to understand the origins and course of
the 1990s conflicts in the former Yugoslavia.”
The Tribunal judges, though writing a history spanning centuries on the basis of
a single testimony (with the exception of a relatively narrow point about worker
self-management offered by anthropologist Robert Hayden, called by the
defense), describe as Serb propaganda the fact that periodicals from Belgrade
“featured stories on the remote history of Serbs inten-ded to inspire nationalistic
feelings.”{78} The “remote history” in question refers to the Se-cond World War.
That period, as the Tribunal mentions elsewhere in the decision, with the type of
understatement that led to the British libel trial in Irving v. Penguin Books,{79}
was a “tragic time, marked by harsh repression, great hardship and the brutal
treatment of minori-ties. It was a time of prolonged armed conflict, in part the
product of civil war, in part a strug-gle against foreign invasion and subsequent
occupation.”{80} One hoping to read even a su-perficial account of the fascist
political structure of NDH Croatia, or the widespread atrocities committed by the
Ustasha—those committed against the Jews comprehensively detailed in Volume
II of Raul Hilberg’s The Destruction of the European Jews{81}—will be disappointted. Instead, the “credible history” presented by the ICTY judges states that
“Three distinct Yugoslav forces each fought one another: the Ustasha forces of
the strongly nationalist Cro-atian State, supported by the Axis powers, the
Chetniks, who were Serb nationalist and mo-narchist forces, and the Partisans, a
largely communist and Serb group.”{82}

Let us attempt to break down that sentence. First, the ICTY’s history qualifies the
Ustasa as “forces of the strongly nationalist Croatian state,” and while this is true
in the same way it is true that Nazis were forces of the strongly nationalist
German state, the claim is significant for what it fails to state. In Hilberg’s words,
“the underlying philosophy of the [Croatian] state was Fascist-Catholic.”{83} The
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum is somewhat less reserved than
Hilberg in its characterization of the Ustase as “fanatically nationalist, fascist,
separatist, and terrorist.”{84} The “tragic time, marked by harsh repression, great
hardship and the brutal treatment of minorities,” (as the ICTY describes it) is less
euphemistically des-cribed by Hilberg’s account of half the Jewish population of
Croatia’s internment in one or the other of NDH Croatia’s seven labor or two
extermination camps.{85} Of the two extermi-nation camps, Jasenovac is the
most well known, and it is primarily there that Jews (along with Serbs, who
comprised the majority of the victims, as well as Roma and political oppo-nents)
died of typhus, torture, drowning, knifings, and blows to the head with
hammers.{86} Walter Laqueur and Judith Tydor Baumel describe Ustasa killings
as “madness”,{87} a sen-timent echoed by General Edmund Glaise von
Horstenau, the Wehrmacht’s Plenipotentiary General in NDH, one of the many
Italian and German officials who complained about “the lawless and chaotic”
methods of the Ustase.{88}
The Tadic judgment mentions Jasenovac—memorialized by the USHMM— only
three times, and only twice in the portion of the judgment devoted to history.
First, it emerges in the con-text of Serb propaganda, and “stirring up Serb
nationalistic feelings.” The ICTY judges write: “Among much other suffering, many
Serbs, including the accused’s mother, had been forcibly deported by the
Ustasha to a concentration camp at Jasenovac where many died and all were illtreated.”{89} The second mention of Jasenovac occurs in a paragraph directly
addressing a “campaign of propaganda” orchestrated by the Serbs, and it is
referred to in a quote, attributed only to “Serb-dominated media,”{90} as a
“symbol.” The final mention of Jasenovac in the “reliable” history written by the
ICTY concerns the accused. “During the Second World War,” wrote the judges,
“his mother had been confined to the Jasenovac prison camp which was
operated by Croats.”
The Tadic judgment nearly instructs the reader in greater detail about the
Hapsburg occupa-tion than it does about the death camp at Jasenovac. In fact, it
is not possible to know what it was, other than a place of ill treatment—a prison
or concentration camp—where many died. And thus, judicial history determines
what counts as history, but also what history is entitled to leave out of its
account.
The historiography of Yugoslavia continues to be contentious, and nothing
arguably illustra-tes this better than Josip Glaurdic’s scathing review{91} of the

recently published result of Charles Ingrao’s “Scholar’s Initiative,” an eight-year
project involving three hundred scholars from thirty-one countries to attempt to
resolve the most enduring controversies in the histo-rical scholarship on
Yugoslavia.{92} Glaurdic is unsparing in his criticisms of the volume, and some
objections certainly seem legitimate, in particular the instances of plagiarism, if
confirmed. However, the importance of Ingrao’s initiative in the context of the
historiography of war crimes tribunals, and Glaurdic’s exasperation over
inaccurate points of varying impor-tance, is that attempts to write the one last
definitive history of anything—let alone of recent and highly-charged conflictual
events—is as incautious as it is unsuccessful. Richard Evans details a remarkably
long list of complaints made in the press after the Irving trial at which he
appeared as an expert on behalf of Deborah Lipstadt and Penguin Books, many
expressing concern with a judicially enforced single narrative about the
Holocaust which would result in an atrophy of important questions about the
events.{93} Evans takes pains to distinguish these objections—with which he
would have agreed had the trial actually been about imposing a single version of
history—with what the Irving trial did address, that is, the standards of his-torical
scholarship. The standards, for Evans, are what distinguish ideologically-driven
twis-ting of sources (and omissions) from legitimate debate about the
Holocaust.{94}
In the Irving trial, a libel suit was initiated by David Irving in Great Britain, where
libel law places the burden of proof on the defendant. The issue in question was
whether Deborah Lip-stadt was entitled to characterize Irving as a Holocaust
denier. Irving’s position was that he was a serious scholar and historian and thus,
that his reputation had been harmed by Lipstadt, and her publisher, Penguin
Books. The defense proceeded to inundate Judge Charles Gray’s court with
expertise detailing the ways in which, over the course of his career, Irving had
oriented his work towards a denial of the Holocaust, and had not treated his
sources and evi-dence in an objective, fair, or scholarly manner. To arrive at a
verdict, Judge Gray formulated the standard of the “conscientious historian.”{95}
The misrepresentations and distortions of historical evidence, found in nineteen
separate instances of Irving’s work were found to have fallen short of that
standard, according to Judge Gray’s 350-page judgment.{96}
One is entitled to wonder whether the ICTY’s historical treatment of the former
Yugoslavia would meet the standard of the “conscientious historian.” What is
certain is that the kind of history that it did generate is incomplete, and would
cause some perplexity from the vantage point of scholarship undertaken on the
Holocaust, in particular its treatment of NDH Croatia and the atrocities
committed during the Nazi satellite’s existence. Thus, its own claims to ha-ving
established a historical record, “beyond reasonable doubt” to silence deniers is
of histori-cal and legal concern. In fact, silencing deniers, when seen as a judicial
function, apparently involves silencing episodes of history—in this case the

Holocaust—which paradoxically ser-ves as the very model of denial (a moral and
in some cases criminal offense) the ICTY has appropriated.
Other difficulties are related to the historian’s role in war crimes prosecutions, in
particular when historians are personally invested in the events about which they
later testify as experts. The case of the International Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda’s first judgment, in Prosecutor v. Akayesu, is instructive in this respect.
Historian Alison Des Forges testified as an expert, both on the history of
Rwanda—which Trial Chamber I saw fit to recite at length, from pre-coloni-al
times to 1994{97}—as well as to interpret broader events, well beyond the scope
of Akay-esu’s indictment, as constituting preparation and execution of genocide.
These views had been endorsed by the Human Rights Watch and FIDH
sponsored “International Commission of In-quiry” (ICI), in a 1993 report Des
Forges co-authored.
Des Forges was the only historian cited by the ICTR in its thirty-three paragraph
history of Rwanda, as well as its eighteen paragraph finding that genocide had
occurred as a historical fact in Rwanda in 1994. Des Forges’ testimony provided
the court with its basis for findings on issues as diverse as political and territorial
organization, Rwandan law, the military, wea-pons shipments, the economy,
religion, as well as a unique—and arguably influential—man-ner of disqualifying
the previous government’s claims of attacks or infiltration by the other party
signatory to the Arusha Peace Accords of 1993, the Rwandan Patriotic Front, who
had invaded Rwanda from Uganda in 1990.{98} The Rwandan President’s
entourage, the Trial Chamber noted, on the basis of Des Forges’ sole historical
testimony, had disseminated pro-paganda and fabrication, characterized,
according to the judgment, “as ‘mirror politics’, whereby a person accuses others
of what he or she does or wants to do.”{99} This constitutes a powerful
explanatory claim; one that in the ICTR’s first ever judgment certainly set a tone
and even suggested how evidence should be weighed and credibility assessed. It
is so power-ful a disqualifying device that its uncritical inclusion in a court-written
history poses a double problem of evidence: that is, the nature of the evidence
that supports the claim, and the fact that the device may later be used to assess
the credibility of claims regarding historical events.
Des Forges’ involvement in the International Commission of Inquiry led to her
testimony in other trials regarding Rwandans suspected of involvement in the
1994 events, but the recep-tion she received in some domestic courts was not as
uncritical as it appears to have been be-fore the ICTR. The Canadian Federal
Court of Appeals, for instance, was sharp in its assess-ment of her credibility as
well as her objectivity as a historian. Testifying against Leon Muge-sera, facing
immigration charges in Canada, Des Forges (much as she did before the ICTR in
Arusha) defended the report of the ICI, as well as her activism. The Canadian
court highlight-ted the following statement:

She admitted, at the end of the cross-examination: “If you wish to argue that we
chose our evidence to support our conclusions, you are entirely correct. We
chose our evidence to sup-port our conclusions. There were many facts
concerning the historical period which did not appear to us relevant. We did not
include them. We chose our evidence after we had weighed all of the facts and
reached our conclusions. We made an orderly presentation as you do as a lawyer
to support your contention” (a.b. vol. 10, p. 3075 – emphasis added by the
Federal Court of Appeals).{100}
The prosecutorial flavor of her expert testimony—which went unnoticed in the
context of a UN trial, where in fact she was afforded tremendous deference and
her testimony great weight—was remarked upon in Canada in an
unambiguously critical manner:
Even making the debatable assumption that a member of a commission of
inquiry, who is ac-tually its co-chairperson and co-author of the report, can be
described as an objective witness concerning the conclusions of that report, Ms.
Des Forges testified much more as an activist than as a historian. Her attitude
throughout her testimony disclosed a clear bias against Mr. Mugesera and an
implacable determination to defend the conclusions arrived at by the ICI and to
have Mr. Mugesera’s head.{101}
The difference in treatment of Des Forges as a witness by the UN and Canadian
bodies em-phasizes the striking difference in the acceptable scope of a
historian’s testimony in domestic as opposed to war crimes courts. This
phenomenon was even remarked upon by Robert Do-nia, who testified for the
Prosecution in the Blaskic case in The Hague, as “more an extended lecture on
regional history than court testimony as it might take place in an American court,
where a judge would neither need nor welcome such an extensive background
portrayal”.-{102} Aleksandar Jokic has referred to this moral and judicial
differential as “the normative divide,” a concept that captures the fact that acts
that would be blameworthy in Western de-mocracies or Western courts, appear
acceptable if performed abroad, in relation to an osten-sible challenge against,
or even a narrative about genocide.{103} Beyond the moral question, however,
lies the historical one, and it is intertwined with the notion of justice. As Judith
Shklar has argued about the legalist disposition of lawyers and legal theorists—
that is, that they insist rather dogmatically on a separation between politics and
law, when in fact the no-tion that they can be so neatly distinguished is a
conservative self-delusion{104}—so, too, we are challenged to look at the
connection between history and the law.
But while it is obviously misguided to insist that history and law never do and
never ought to intersect, it is also arguably even more dangerous to suggest that
judges can capably do the work of historians and that historians can safely

perform the functions of the judge. Again, Carlo Ginzburg’s point appears
apposite here: “if one attempts to reduce the historian to a judge, one simplifies
and impoverishes historiographical knowledge; but if one attempts to reduce the
judge to historian, one contaminates—and irreparably so—the administration of
justice.”{105} Shklar’s view that legalism is an ideology ought not stand for the
proposition that either history or law are well served by their respective
instrumentalization. A court wri-ting history—a single, definitive history, the
denial of which is in some instances subject to criminal sanction—is also
performing an ideological role.{106} While Tzvetan Todorov for-mulates the
classic legalist objection to the trial of Klaus Barbie, writing that “what is especially worth criticizing . . . is not that they wrote bad history, it’s that they wrote
history at all, instead of being content to apply the law equitably and
universally,”{107} the problem is compounded when, even assuming that judges
are qualified to reconstruct events for anything wider in scope than what is
required for the ends of a discrete criminal prosecution, according to its rules of
evidence and procedure, they determine a preferred historical interpretation of
that reconstitution.
Emanuela Fronza’s critique of the criminalization of negationism (or denial)
emphasizes the ideological nature of the judicial protection of a single version of
history. Rational and demo-cratic systems of government treat people like
citizens, but when they criminalize who people are or what they want, they treat
them as enemies.{108} Fronza isolates the historiographical problem of the
court-sanctioned version of history: “The tribunal will inevitably find itself, in this
case, sanctioning one interpretation as official and discrediting the idea that
more than one historical school exists. Yet, in truth, a multitude of historical
schools exists.{109}”
Criminal law seeks a single, definitive reconstruction of an event, but only as a
means to de-termine whether the state has established the culpability of an
individual according to rules of evidence and a standard and burden of proof.
The historical approach selected by a tribunal will necessarily be subordinated to
the needs of the judicial function.
For example, David Chuter argues, following the analogy of the intentionalistfunctionalist debate in Holocaust scholarship{110} that it would have been
impossible, had Hitler been tried, to settle on one approach to the detriment of
another, as most proponents of a historical school will generally concede that
there are valid objections to it.{111} It may be, however, that in some cases a
side in a historical debate is chosen. This will occur when or if one ap-proach
presents greater consistency with judicial, usually prosecutorial, objectives. Thus,
in the case of Nuremberg, neither historiographical approach lent itself well to a
smooth pro-secution. It is noteworthy that then, functionalism had barely
emerged, as Hilberg’s Destruc-tion of the European Jews was yet

unpublished.{112} For the Nuremberg court, conspiracy, as participation in a
common plan to commit crimes against the peace, was the legal device most
suitable to apply.{113}
International war crimes tribunals may have difficulty performing their judicial
function, moreover, when the historical nature inherent to these prosecutions
imposes, if not a dominant interpretation, then at least a sense of a widely
accepted version of history.{114} David Pac-cioco argues that the events creating
international tribunals impose an interpretation of history on judges that is
practically irresistible, and which creates expectations from judges that they will
find in the record what they think that they already know.
This creates an irresistible temptation—however well intentioned—to prejudge
issues, one that traps both the innocent and the guilty.{115} There is little
allowance made for the idea that the received history can be wrong, and thus
that innocents can be convicted as a result, and while judges decide on evidence,
their assessment of it will inevitably be based on their pre-existing beliefs about
the events{116} that led to the creation of the “law-like political institutions”{117}
in which they are called to judge. Paccioco points out that part of the re-ason for
history’s influence on these proceedings lies in the very creation of international
criminal courts,{118} namely in the attempt to promote reconciliation, in
addition to their prosecutorial and punitive functions. In turn, this preoccupation
is transformed into a “search for historical truth”{119} which justifies recourse to
what Almiro Rodrigues and Cécile Tour-naye call a “free system of evidence,” one
that admits hearsay, and indeed, whatever type of evidence judges consider
relevant and which has probative value.{120} Rodrigues and Tour-naye consider
that these rules of evidence were deemed necessary in anticipation of the difficulties that the ICTY would encounter in gathering evidence in the service of
historical truth.{121} Thus, from its inception, the contemporary UN war crimes
tribunal, as a judicial body, both invests itself in the search for historical truth,
and—perhaps surprisingly from the vantage point of historians—loosens the
rules of evidence to do so.
Reconciliation is seen by proponents of the historical school of international law
as establish-ing a “memory” that would, as Paccioco writes, “shame offending
parties into distancing themselves from their past.”{122} Participants in the
establishment of the United Nations ad hoc courts have explicitly acknowledged
this intent. For instance, Michael Scharf, writing an op-ed in the summer of 2004
arguing against Slobodan Milosevic’s continued self-representa-tion, stated that
the ICTY had been established with three objectives:
In creating the Yugoslavia tribunal statute, the U.N. Security Council set three
objectives: first, to educate the Serbian people, who were long misled by
Milosevic’s propaganda, about the acts of aggression, war crimes and crimes

against humanity committed by his regime; second, to facilitate national
reconciliation by pinning prime responsibility on Milosevic and other top leaders
and disclosing the ways in which the Milosevic regime had induced ordinary
Serbs to commit atrocities; and third, to promote political catharsis while
enabling Serbia’s newly elected leaders to distance themselves from the
repressive policies of the past. May’s decision to allow Milosevic to represent
himself has seriously undercut these aims.{123}
These clearly appear to be political objectives, and while Shklar would be
skeptical of the idea that the judicial function can ever be really separated from
politics, it is one thing to admit the influence of politics on law or even to
acknowledge its logical necessity, but quite another to establish a body with
objectives that appear antithetical to the judicial function. Of concern is the effect
that the political nature of this establishment can have on the kind of history it
writes, as well as on the history that will be written by others about the events to
which these tribunals devote their work.
The Political Quality of History in International War Crimes Trials
The media played an essential role in establishing a dominant narrative—
described by Diana Johnstone as a “collective fiction”{124} with respect to
Yugoslavia: it was, according to the standard narrative, a “prison of peoples” in
which the Serbs oppressed all other ethnic groups{125}. When the oppressed of
Yugoslavia attempted to liberate themselves from the brutal dictatorship of
Slobodan Milosevic, he—and the Serbs (a thoroughly evil group of people)—
embarked upon a policy of ethnic cleansing, about which the international community did nothing. Milosevic and the Serbs had a policy of systematic rape,
concentration camps, and committed genocide in the locality of Srebrenica. U.S.
bombing forced Milosevic to participate in peace talks in Dayton, and to make up
for the international community’s in-action in the face of Nazi-like horror, the UN
Security Council established a body just like Nuremberg.{126}
Diana Johnstone argues that almost every material particular supporting this
narrative is in-accurate; but that once the equation had been drawn between the
Nazi Holocaust and the Yugoslav wars, created by “reporters under pressure to
meet deadlines, editors further simplifying the story for readers assumed to be
both ignorant and impatient, paid propagan-dists and public relations officers” it
was too late.{127} The political changes that invested a post cold war single
superpower with the ability to declare itself the judge of the moral and legal
questions it had itself framed proved irresistible. A virtually unimpeachable truth
had been established by repeating a narrative that relied on the Holocaust often
enough. The po-wer of the historical analogy triggered action; in the interests of
justice, something had to be done.

The effects of the media’s contribution to the establishment of the ICTY through
its reliance on Holocaust imagery cannot be understated. The most influential
scholars, authors, and pun-dits do not even attempt to conceal it. Samantha
Power’s influential A Problem From Hell: America in an Age of Genocide makes it
unambiguous:
We will never know whether a different war in a different place at a different
time would have eventually triggered a different process. But one factor behind
the creation of the UN war cri-mes tribunal for the former Yugoslavia was the
coincidence of imagery between the Bosnian war and the Holocaust.{128}
The strategy yielded dividends that are still apparent today as even the Obama
administra-tion’s 2010 National Security Strategy demonstrates the strategic
value of U.S.-dominated ad hoc courts, and U.S. involvement—where it can
control processes in its interest—in the pro-ceedings of the International
Criminal Court.
International Justice: From Nuremberg to Yugoslavia to Liberia, the United States
has seen that the end of impunity and the promotion of justice are not just moral
imperatives; they are stabilizing forces in international affairs. The United States
is thus working to strengthen na-tional justice systems and is maintaining our
support for ad hoc international tribunals and hybrid courts. Those who
intentionally target innocent civilians must be held accountable, and we will
continue to support institutions and prosecutions that advance this important
interest. Although the United States is not at present a party to the Rome Statute
of the International Criminal Court (ICC), and will always protect U.S. personnel,
we are engaging with State Parties to the Rome Statute on issues of concern and
are supporting the ICC’s prosecution of those cases that advance U.S. interests
and values, consistent with the requirements of U.S. law.{129}
Thus, what preceded the establishment of these contemporary bodies was the
power of histo-ry. Today, still, international justice, framed as national security,
relies on the Nuremberg pre-cedent, arguably less in its legal form than in its
cultural and historical embodiment. It does not follow, however, that the
institutions created in the nineteen-nineties write the history of the events they
adjudge in the way historians, over the past decades, have refined their understanding of the workings of Nazi Germany and of the Holocaust. Yet that is
perhaps precisely the history we imagine when we think of Nuremberg. To
conflate the careful scholarship of Raul Hilberg and Christopher Browning, for
instance, with the approach of those who estab-lished the narratives of this
immediate history is to mistake the approach and training of the historians, on
the one hand, with the unique constraints and objectives of journalism.
“It is not a criticism of the media,” write David Chuter, “to say that its priorities are
different from that of courts and investigators,”{130} and how much more so do

they differ from those of historians. The work of historians can pose a problem in
its use in courts—amounting to what Chuter characterizes as a “category error.”
This means that little if any of the scholarly production in history seeks to
establish an individual’s guilt for an offense beyond a reasona-ble doubt based
on judicial standards.{131} Journalism exacerbates the misfit considerably given
the time and commercial constraints of the trade.
Journalists have been more prompt to assert guilt—and with greater confidence
and speed—than have historians in articles, and on some occasions, books.
Many journalists have been called upon to testify before the contemporary war
crimes tribunals.{132} Yet demands of space and time inherent in the practice of
journalism lead to preferring extravagant claims over more tentative ones,
higher estimates of casualties over lower ones.{133}
Raul Hilberg’s careful assessment of Jews killed in the Holocaust is inferior to the
standard six million—and, as Chuter puts it, “because of the limitations that the
media work under, shorthand comparisons are often used to convey what busy
and often inexpert journalists want their busy and poorly informed audiences to
understand.”{134} Chuter cites Pulitzer award-winning journalist Roy
Gutman{135} as an example of amplification of claims: he had writ-ten, in 1992,
that every woman aged fifteen to twenty-five had been raped in Bosnia-Herzegovina.{136}
Less commonly known is the little remarked upon fact that an American
journalist was the source for the ICTY Prosecutor’s indictment of a certain
“Gruban” for a series of rapes.{137} The indictment was subsequently withdrawn,
as the reporter’s source—a fellow Yugoslav journalist—had, in response to the
journalist’s queries about whether his colleague could identify the “biggest
rapist” in the region, named Gruban, a fictional character created by a local
novelist.{138}
This incident—the actual indictment of a fictional character before a war crimes
tribunal established by the United Nations on the basis of a journalist’s
communication of evidently unreliable hearsay evidence—tends to demonstrate
a clear difference in the manner in which journalists and historians treat the
concept of a source. As for the judicial component of this embarrassing
imbroglio, while it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to measure, it is worth inquiring into the potential influence of the journalistic approach—the rush to
judgment on such a tenuous basis—on the carelessness with which this
indictment was proffered by the Prose-cutor then confirmed by United Nations
judges. Journalists played a tremendous role in sto-king outrage for reasons
detailed above—lack of time to investigate claims, as well as a pre-ference for
more colorful narratives—and as a result, they resorted instead to very powerful
discursive historical shorthand. “Moral certainty,” however, as Carlo Ginzburg put

it, “does not have value of proof.”{139} Yet, references to the Holocaust were
consistent in the repor-ting on the Yugoslav wars,{140} and more than serving
merely as shorthand, these references created—then reinforced—the kind of
climate of preconceived belief among judges that Pac-cioco rightly critiques.
A legalistic mind might find the narrative quality of some historical works on the
events that courts are called to adjudicate objectionable—the emotional, and
perhaps melodramatic qua-lity of what fills in the gaps where footnotes are
absent, can make criminal lawyers uncomfor-table. This phenomenon could be
called “narrativism,” and would be defined as a misuse of the narrative device in
absence of evidence—and in particular in the presence of contrary evi-dence—to
create an emotional response in the reader. Two examples from Samantha
Power’s influential America in an Age of Genocide may illustrate the problem.
Power begins her book, which is not the work of a historian, though its largely
positive reception and Pulitzer Prize (for General Non-Fiction) make that
irrelevant—with the following paragraph:
On March 14, 1921, on a damp day in the Charlottenburg district of Berlin, a
twenty-four-year-old Armenian crept up behind a man in a heavy gray overcoat
swinging his cane. The Armenian, Soghomon Tehlirian, placed a revolver at the
back of the man’s head and pulled the trigger, shouting, “This is to avenge the
death of my family!” The burly target crumpled. If you had heard the shot and
spotted the rage distorting the face of the young offender you might have
suspected that you were witnessing a murder to avenge a very different kind of
crime. But back then you would not have known to call the crime in question
“genocide.” The word did not yet exist.{141}
The legalist reader is perhaps the kind of reader that Carlo Ginzburg might have
had in mind when he described as “naïve” the person who would search in vain
for a footnote to support a clearly conjectural claim.{142} Is there not conjecture
in the very familiar wording observed above, “if you had heard the shot,” and
does this formulation not eerily resemble Eileen Po-wer’s description of the life
of Bodo in Medieval People? Ginzburg points out the implausibi-lity of Bodo—
who was from Île-de-France—singing an Anglo-Saxon incantation.{143} The
problem resides, here, in the filling of gaps in evidence with implausible or
questionable con-jecture. But in Samantha Power’s retelling of Tehlirian’s murder
of Pasha, the reader is not invited to understand the young Armenian’s
statement as conjecture; alternatively, if it is con-jecture, it is not only
implausible, but contrary to existing evidence regarding the event, in particular
transcripts of Tehlirian’s trial for murder{144}—in which the accused himself, as
well as a witness state that nothing was said before the assassination of Pasha.
That “this is to avenge the death of my family”—now reproduced in other pophistorical accounts, footnoting Power—was the broad interpretation one could
reasonably hold of Tehlirian’s defense, as well as the outcome of his trial (an

acquittal by reason of insanity, as a result of trauma caused by witnessing the
slaughter of his family) certainly seems sound, it is another thing altogether to
gratuitously place that quote—as if it had been spoken, when evidence tends to
show that it was not—at the very beginning of Power’s book.
In another instance, Power quotes an account from a story published in the
Washington Post on July 15th, 1995, which possesses a quality that can be
described as “the anecdote that no-body could have possibly witnessed,” and
which again, perhaps, weaves conjecture with evi-dence: a young woman, a
refugee from Srebrenica, hangs herself, but before that moment, she sobs alone.
It is perhaps naïve to wonder how one goes about establishing that she was sobbing if she was alone. It is, one can suppose, an assumption that one sobs before
suicide.
The young woman died with no shoes on. Sometime Thursday night she climbed
a high tree near the muddy ditch where she had camped for 36 hours. Knotting a
shabby floral shawl to-gether with her belt, she secured it to a branch, ran her
head of black hair through the make-shift noose and jumped… She had no
relatives with her and sobbed by herself until the mo-ment she scaled the
tree.{145}
Power employs the quote from John Pomfret’s emotional front page July 15th,
1995, Wash-ington Post article, about the young woman’s suicide, to set up a
scene at a President Clinton cabinet meeting, in which Vice-President Gore, she
writes, had referred to the photograph accompanying Pomfret’s article:
Gore told the Clinton cabinet that in the photo that accompanied Pomfret’s story,
the woman looked around the same age as his daughter. “My twenty-one-yearold daughter asked about that picture,” Gore said. “What am I supposed to tell
her? Why is this happening and we’re not doing anything?” […] “My daughter is
surprised that the world is allowing this to hap-pen,” Gore said, pausing for
effect. “I am too.” Clinton said the United States would take action and agreed, in
Gore’s words, that “acquiescence is not an option.”{146}
The sobbing conjecture could appear puzzling enough to prompt the skeptic to
verify Pom-fret’s article to examine his evidence: had somebody witnessed the
woman sobbing alone? A Lexis-Nexis search of the Washington Post’s front page
on July 15th, 1995, reveals not only Pomfret’s story, but another, by Samantha
Power, “special to the Washington Post” (from Sa-rajevo), with additional
reporting by John Pomfret (in Tuzla). There was no sourcing, in the Pomfret piece,
to indicate how he knew the woman had sobbed by herself. The prose seems
uncharacteristically literary, and the article, according to Lexis-Nexis, is
accompanied by a Reuters photo of Muslim women crying. What to make of
Power’s account of Gore’s reaction to the photo of a young woman hanging from
a tree, a photo that according to her, “accompa-nied” Pomfret’s article?

A microfilm search of the front page of the July 15th, 1995 issue of the
Washington Post re-veals that John’s Pomfret’s article appears in a box, beneath
the fold, on the right hand side, without illustration. It is continued, on page A-17,
and is accompanied by a Reuters photo of Muslim women and children crying.
Above the fold that day, under the headline “Residents Sizzle,” the Washington
Post published a photo of a young woman pouring water down her neck. No
photo of a hanged young woman ran alongside John Pomfret’s article, as stated
by Power, nor was it run on the following days.
Power’s account of the cabinet meeting footnotes Bob Woodward’s The Choice,
at pages 162-163. Woodward writes, regarding Vice-President Gore:
He noted that the front page of the Washington Post over the weekend had
described a young woman, just one of the 10,000 refugees from Srebrenica, who
had committed suicide by tying a floral shawl and her belt together to hang
herself from a tree. A picture of the woman had run all over the world. Gore said
she seemed to be the age of his own daughter. “My twenty-one-year-old asked
about the picture.”{147}
Power’s claim that this photo appeared accompanying John Pomfret’s July 15th,
1995 article is inaccurate. The Washington Post does not support it, and neither
does Woodward—who, carefully (for obvious reasons) references only the
Washington Post’s description of the sui-cide, claiming rather that the picture
had “run all over the world,” and that Gore’s daughter, perhaps an avid reader of
foreign newspapers, had asked about the picture. Does is matter? It matters in
that this account—like many others in Power’s book—is offered to illustrate a significant moment, an epiphany, in this case, a shift in U.S. foreign policy effected
by Gore’s response to a photo that was published in the Washington Post, one
that prompted his daugh-ter to ask questions that were intolerable.
The photograph was described in a Guardian piece by Lorna Martin, published
April 17th, 2005, titled “Truth Behind the Picture That Shocked the World”.
The photograph of Ferida Osmanovic was published on front pages across the
world soon af-ter the fall of Srebrenica on 11 July, 1995. It prompted a series of
questions in the US Senate by those concerned about Bosnia’s war. What was
her name, where was she from, what humi-liations and depravations did she
suffer, had she been raped, did she witness loved ones being killed?
At a meeting with President Bill Clinton, Vice President Al Gore referred to a
front-page story in that day’s Washington Post. ‘My 21-year-old daughter asked
about this picture,’ he told the President, showing him the newspaper. ‘What am I
supposed to tell her? Why is this happening and we’re not doing anything? My
daughter is surprised the world is allowing this to happen. I am too.’”{148}

Here, too, the point is that this is a significant photograph, described by Martin,
ten years after its publication “on front pages across the world,” as having
prompted questions in the Senate. Martin writes that Vice President Gore
showed President Clinton “that day’s Washington Post,” stating that his 21 yearold daughter asked him about the picture, in precisely the same terms as those
crafted by Power. Here, journalism reproduces the errors of a former journalist’s account of a conversation it is far from clear ever occurred, about a
photograph that did not run in the Washington Post. The account appears in
Gore’s Senate webpage, the myth now apparently carved into stone.{149}
Also strange is Power’s contention that Clinton cabinet meeting occurred on July
15th, 1995, when page 161 of Woodward’s book (the following two pages are
footnoted in support of her account) places that meeting on Monday, July 17th,
1995.{150}
Power’s anecdote is one where a poignant photo of a hanged woman
accompanies a front-page article in the Washington Post, and the Vice President
brings it to the President’s atten-tion, the very same day. Does the account lose
narrative force if described in a manner consis-tent with the evidence? The
accurate account is that Gore would have referred to a Washing-ton Post article,
“published over the weekend” (it was Saturday, July 15th) that described a
hanging, a photo of which was apparently published elsewhere.{151} That
photograph both reminded him of his daughter, and caused his daughter to ask
him why “the world” was doing nothing, a question he adopted as his own. The
message in each account is the same: this pho-to changed foreign policy as a
result of Gore’s emotional response. In Power’s account, how-ever, the photo
was published in the Washington Post, and Gore responded to it immediately.
Both the press (specifically the Washington Post, to which Power herself
contributed an ar-ticle that day), and Gore appear more decisive in Power’s
inaccurate account. The conclusion seems to be that the media—and in
particular, images, have the power to affect politicians and cause them to act
despite their hesitations. The obvious problem is of course—and this exam-ple
shows it well—journalists do not always treat evidence with care.
The difficulty is compounded when a journalist crafts a work imbued with
scholarly pretense. Power’s erroneous claims, in keeping with the trappings of
scholarly methodology, are sup-ported by footnotes, and yet it is those very
footnotes that show them to be inaccurate. It is thus not an invitation to
conjecture, to be weighed, then accepted or rejected: Power’s asser-tions are
offered as facts, supported by footnotes. Power correctly added the reference to
Pomfret’s piece in Woodward’s account, and footnoted it accurately. No person
having done that could honestly claim that the photograph of a woman hanging
accompanied that article, and arguably less someone having herself published
an article in the same paper that same day. Power misstates the date of the

cabinet meeting, yet it stretches credulity that she would miss Woodward’s
reference to the date at which the meeting occurred. That date appears one
page before the pages she footnotes. How does the writing process unfold? One
thing is cer-tain; it is not a scholarly process, much less a historical one. It can
rather be imagined as a se-ries of anecdotes, all emotional and powerful, fraught
with victims and heroes, brought toge-ther to send a powerful message.
Narrative license, even on insignificant matters, supports a strange subtext: to
Power, accuracy does not matter; the story does, as does the appearance of
careful research and accurate reference to evidence. Yet a genre tackling
genocide, and the history of its understanding by the United States, as well as the
history of the establishment of legal bodies, about which Power also states that
they would not have been created without the coincidence of imagery with the
Holocaust, requires meticulous attention to evidence. A wealth of footnotes and
a stout bibliography do not make up for errors of fact, nor does a bet-ter story,
or a noble cause. In fact, the enterprise becomes suspect as the reader is left
baffled and wondering for what purpose an easily uncovered myth is planted in
this narrative; one which would have served the thrust of her work just as well
had she reported the facts—about reporting, ironically—with accuracy.
History in International Relations and Academic International Criminal Law
I have attempted thus far to explore the relationship between law and history, as
well as the effect of journalism on a certain idea of history. The sub-discipline of
international relations, which can study international criminal law from the
perspective of political science or the philosophy of international law, also
employs history as evidence, data, as well as to provide examples to illustrate
social scientific theoretical propositions. Academic international cri-minal law,
too, employs history in a manner of interest to this essay: to account for, or more
particularly to advocate for change in the substantive law. Such is the case of
academic inter-national criminal law’s development of an unusual concept: the
“Grotian Moment.”
Paul Schroeder has addressed the issue of the relation between history and
international rela-tions scholarship with great care, seeking first to address
commonly held misconceptions re-garding the differences between the two
fields.{152} First, the notion that history addresses only the particular in great
detail, while international relations theory addresses patterns and law-like
generalizations; second, and related, is the idea that the difference between the
two disciplines is that international relations is nomothetic while history is
idiographic, a merely descriptive pursuit, which thirdly, seeks understanding in
the sense of Verstehen—intuitive identification.{153} Schroeder argues that
while there is some plausibility to each of these claims, they can nonetheless
serve to distort history to the point of caricature, thus granting license to political
scientists (or scholars from other disciplines) to misuse and abuse elements of

historical work to pursue what is mistakenly considered to be a strictly social
scientific en-deavor, that is explanation and prediction.{154} This misconception
holds that history is a merely descriptive undertaking, and while it is true that
narration (and description) play a cru-cial role in the historical approach, this
view fails to grasp that historical works, as Schroeder writes, “are clearly
nomothetic in the sense that they develop hypotheses, assign particular causes
for events and developments, and establish general patterns.”{155} History
seeks to account for social change, and its methodology, perhaps “distressingly
vague” by social scien-tific standards,{156} consists in identifying under-explored
or incorrectly interpreted phenol-mena, and marshaling all available evidence,
arriving at a synoptic judgment, that is “a broad interpretation of a development
based on examining it from different angles to determine how it came to be,
what it means, and what understanding of it best integrates the available evidence.”{157} Misuse of history—in addition to the most obvious abuses resulting
from incur-rect factual claims, usually resulting from the reliance on other works
in international rela-tions—occurs primarily when historical findings are taken
out of context and used as data without an adequate understanding of the key
differences between history and political sci-ence: history seeks to account for
change, it is concerned with acts of purposive human agency, not mere behavior,
and historians form judgments about the causes, meaning and significance of
social change.{158}
The use of historical materials to classify states according to their democratic or
autocratic nature—known in international relations as the democratic peace
theory, the proposition that democracies do not go to war against each other—
provides an illustration of a misfit between history and the social sciences.{159}
Indeed, from the perspective of historians, the cases used as data to test the
theory have been removed from all context;{160} they lose the com-plexity and
richness of explanation, the continued refinement, debates and questions that
continue to interest the discipline of history; historical events, thus employed,
are effectively dehistoricized. As Schroeder writes:
The concept of what is to be discovered and explained (not change over historic
time, but sup-posedly lawlike, structural correlations between fixed stylized
phenomena); of the subject matter (not human conduct, acts of purposive
agency, but behavior, phenomena to be stripped of their human, purposive
element precisely in order to be manipulable and calculable for sci-entific
purposes); and of the desired explanatory outcome (designed precisely to
exclude sy-noptic judgment and to consist of proofs, preferably statisticalmathematical, of such correla-tions)—all these are so remote from and alien to
what historical scholarship is about and al-ways will be, that between it and this
kind of endeavor no genuine conversation, much less fit and collaboration, is
possible.{161}

Edward Ingram draws a similar conclusion, adding that historians, when
examining the world of the political scientist, are bewildered by its curious
position on time, space, and causation, like Alice in Wonderland.{162} Both
Ingram and Schroeder argue in favor of something akin to a non-aggression pact
between the two disciplines, but it could be argued that historians may have a
responsibility greater than that of merely averting their gaze from political science’s different perception of the phenomena they study. There are instances in
international relations scholarship as well as the related scholarship in academic
international criminal law where the use of historical materials goes beyond
mere oversimplification or instrumentaliza-tion: it is employed to argue that
international law has changed—without legislative inter-venetion and in an
virtually instantaneous manner—resulting in real consequences for real people.
In this genre, the concept of the “Grotian moment,” first developed by Richard
Falk, but most recently expounded by Michael Scharf, is instructive. The Grotian
moment refers to Hugo Grotius, widely considered the father of international
law. Michael Scharf employs the expression as he marshals elements of history
to assert a paradigmatic shift in law as a result of a dramatic historical
event.{163} In an article advocating that a controversial mode of cri-minal
participation, joint criminal enterprise—or JCE, also known by some critics as
“just convict everyone”{164}—which in one of its incarnations allows individuals
to be held in-dividually criminally responsible for crimes perpetrated by others
that were outside of the scope of the original agreement, provided they were the
foreseeable consequence of activities that were originally agreed upon or
contemplated. Hence, the purpose of JCE is to facilitate convictions, as it
significantly reduces the prosecutorial burden of proof, and permits the conviction of the morally—and objectively—innocent.{165} I have argued
elsewhere{166} that JCE is both a very recent and unique legal concept. JCE is
only deployed in cases where there is, in fact, no evidence—or insufficient
evidence, from the standpoint of the criminal burden of proof—of genocidal
intent. In other words, its purpose can be said to be to convict the in-nocent.
JCE is recent, as the ICTY’s Statute does not—and did not at the institution’s
creation—in-clude this “prosecutorial tool” as a mode of participation in a
criminal offence{167}; indeed, Article 7 of the Statute sets out traditional modes
of participation, which require evidence of both a criminal act, either as a direct
act, or as alternate, traditionally known modes of parti-cipation, such as aiding
and abetting, or a common agreement, plan or design as well as cri-minal intent.
Scharf’s position, in contrast, is that JCE forms part of customary international
law since the Nuremberg trials, and an impressive array of arguments are
offered in support of this argu-ment. However, precedents (such as the
Eichmann trial) or the debatable inclusion of all Nuremberg principles into
international criminal law do not appear to suffice; Scharf wants to make a
different argument, and employ his concept of a Grotian moment to strengthen

his le-gal case. This is done by arguing that the particular atrocities committed by
the Nazi regime—described in a single paragraph that omits Germany’s invasion
of the Soviet Union, surely not a detail of history, and which footnotes two pages
from a previous book written by Scharf himself as sole historical support—
having led to the establishment of the Nuremberg tribunal, constituted a
paradigmatic shift in law. Thus, (and this is Scharf’s specific goal) JCE should apply
to the defendants before the Cambodia tribunal, and constitutes evidence that
this mode of participation was included in international criminal law in the
nineteen-seventies when the Khmer Rouge regime was in power.
The argument is troubling along legal and historical lines: the legal controversy
has, in the case of Cambodia, been resolved by the Appeals Chamber, which has
ruled that the most controversial form of JCE{168} was not a mode of criminal
participation in international criminal law during the years 1975 to 1979. In fact,
the Extraordinary Chambers in the Court of Cambodia, a hybrid international
court, have rejected Scharf’s arguments as legally un-founded. The Chambers
also served a stunning rebuke to the ICTY Appeals Chamber deci-sion in Tadic:
the decision incredibly included an egregious error: a quote from Nuremberg
prosecutor Telford Taylor’s argument, presented by the ICTY Appeals Chamber
as part of the Einsatzgruppen judgment. This is the ICTY’s final court of appeal,
and Tadic was the ICTY’s first judgment. Errors and unsuccessful legal arguments
are the stuff of everyday practice and scholarship, but what is unusual in Scharf’s
approach is the blend of (poor) history and legal argument to create claims that
would facilitate the conviction of the innocent. Misuse of his-tory in legal
scholarship ought to baffle the historian as much and arguably more than Ingram’s Alice in Wonderland feeling when confronted with international relations
theory, as work such as that written by Scharf is normative in nature, and in this
particular instance mi-litates for the conviction of the innocent based on some
sort of historical—as opposed to a le-gal—idea of sudden paradigmatic shifts in
international law, minus states ratifying treaties, or their opinio juris. A historian
might wonder, as Ingram does about the democratic peace theo-ry, why only the
case of Nuremberg? Why no international courts during the cold war? Can the
sudden change solely be explained by atrocities that re-emerged only in the
nineteen-nine-ties? If Nuremberg, for the sake of argument, modified customary
international law in a “Gro-tian moment,” why is aggression—described by the
Nuremberg’s Trial of the Major War Cri-minals as “the supreme international
crime”—not presently an actual crime? Historians of le-gal bodies can also
question Scharf’s assertions that only the United States wished to try—rather
than to execute—the Nazi leadership, whether Nuremberg was an international
body rather than the exercise of jurisdiction by the Allies following German terms
of surrender, whether conspiracy charges were an exclusively American idea,
and whether following Nuremberg, international law could charge and prosecute
individuals.

The Dangers of Obiter Dicta
In criminal law, what goes beyond the legal and factual findings required to find
whether an individual is guilty or not guilty of an offense, before a court of law, is
obiter dictum.{169} Similarly, international court practice disallows a
determination in favor of parties that go be-yond the issues of a case; this rule is
known as non ultra petita.{170} History written by an international court thus
falls somewhere between obiter dicta and ultra petita, but this history is less the
responsibility of the judges as it is attributable to the nature of these bodies,
descry-bed by Judith Shklar as “law-like political institutions.”
Since these courts are the product of international politics, they can fall within
the scope of international relations scholarship. What should be borne in mind is
that international war cri-mes courts exist at the intersection of politics, law, and
history; they are not impervious to the influence of the media. This has an effect
on both the history these courts can be expected to write and the fairness of the
process.
Historians, political scientists, and legal scholars all have a stake in the manner in
which they examine the development of international criminal law: historians
ought be wary of the hist-ory written by courts, and understand, along with legal
scholars, that the process cannot be divorced from the political aspects and
purposes of these bodies. Political scientists or philo-sophers, in turn, should not
shy from the study of international criminal law as a political question and the
establishment of war crimes tribunals as a result of power and of interests;
indeed, they are well suited to address the limitations of international law, but
they may have to approach the issues reflexively,{171} rather than attempt
empirical theory building and the generation of correlations focusing solely on
behavior and ignoring purposive agency. The manner in which historians arrive
at synoptic judgments about events, and the care with which evidence is treated
should serve as a model for international relations scholarship.
Finally, in examining international criminal courts, international relations
scholarship, and conceptually minded thinkers like philosophers, ought to pay
attention to the quality of the history generated by these institutions and take
great care to verify those narratives with the more careful and deliberate work of
historians. International relations and international legal scholars and those who
have an interest in evaluating their argumentation, however well int-entioned
they may be in hoping that a Grotian moment has emerged and that new,
unwritten norms now govern individuals, would be well-advised to approach
their hopes with caution: so-called Grotian moments today seem to operate to
the detriment of individuals charged with grave crimes, and some innocent
people may well pay the ultimate price of an unjust convic-tion.

Miscarriages of justice can occur internationally, and are more likely to do so in
the misgui-ded search for historical truth. In The Judge and the Historian, Carlo
Ginzburg writes that: “in comparison with the errors of historians, however, the
errors of judges have more immediate and more serious consequences. They
can lead to the conviction of innocent people.”{172} And now, at least in France,
where Inquisitor Jacques Fournier once tried people for their be-liefs, it is a crime
to contest the obiter dicta of “law-like political bodies,” a matter that ought to—
and is—of great concern to historians. It should also be of concern to
international legal theory and practice.
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